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Abstract

The CMAQ modeling system has been used to simulate the CONUS using 12-1an by 12·km
horizontal grid spacing for the entire year of 2006 as part of the Air Quality Model
Evaluation International initiative (AQMEII). The operational model perfonnance for 0 3

and PM:u for the simulation was assessed. The model underestimates 0 3 mixing ratios in
the winter, which is likely due to low 0 3 mixing ratios in the middle and lower troposphere
from the lateral boundary conditions. PM:u performance varies seasonally and
geographically, with PM2.s overestimated in the winter and fall, while performance in the
spring and summer is generally good, especially in the swnmer. PM2.j concentrations are
systematically higher in the AQMEIl CMAQ simulation than in previous CMAQ
simulations, primarily due to higher concentrations of TC and unspec:iated PM:u mass,
which may also be due to differences in the lateral boundary conditions.
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1. Introduction

'Ibe Air Quality Model Evaluation International Initiative (AQMEID is a model evaluation
project involving numerous research groups from North American and Europe with the goal
of advancing the way regional scale air quality modeling systems are evaluated. As pan of
the AQMEll project, the Atmospheric Modeling and Analysis Division (AMAD) of the U.s.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has performed an annual 2006 Community
Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ; Foley et al., 2010) simulation for the continental U.S.
(CONUS).

The CMAQ simulation performed for this project is unique compared to previous CMAQ
simulations performed by AMAD in the past for several reasons. First, the simulation was
performed over a single domain that covers the entire CONUS and a large portion of Canada
using l2·k.m by 12-km horizontal grid spacing. In the past, two separate simulations
covering the eastern and western U.S. have been used instead of single, continuous domain.
Second, the simulation utilizes meteorology provided by the latest version of the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, whereas previous CMAQ annual simulations have
typically utilized meteorology provided by the 5th Generation Mesoscale Model (MM5;
Grell et al., 1994). Finally, the CMAQ simulation utilizes boundary conditions provided by
the Global and regional Earth-system Monitoring using Satellite and in·situ data (GEMS)
product.

2. Data

2./ Model InputS and Configuration

The CMAQ model requires gridded meteorological and emissions data to simulate the
formation, transpon and fate of numerous atmospheric pollutants, including ozone (0,) and
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